Abstract-Many quadrupedal animals use lateral degrees of freedom in their backs to assist locomotion. This paper seeks to use a robotic model to demonstrate that back bending assists not only forward motion, but also lateral and turning motions. We present a simple planner that uses geometric mechanics to prescribe gaits that coordinate both leg movements and back bending motion. Using these geometric tools, we show that back-bending can improve stride displacement in the forward, rotational, and lateral directions. Interestingly, we observe that the animal's (salamander, Salamandra salamandra) back-bending is close to our calculated back-bending to improve forward displacement. In addition to locomotion performance improvement, back bending can also expand the target position space a robot can reach within one gait cycle. Our results are verified by conducting experiments with a robot moving on granular materials.
I. INTRODUCTION
A variety of quadrupedal animals have been observed to bend their backs and coordinate with their leg movements to improve locomotive performance [50, 35, 20, 14] while there is less research on robots with actuated back. Recent work in geometric mechanics [39, 38, 48, 54] , has offered a framework to study many undulatory limbless locomotor behaviors [1, 6, 30, 41] . In this paper, we seek to design gaits to coordinate back bending to leg movements to improve the locomotive performance in forward, rotational and lateral directions. We formulate the back-bending quadrupedal locomotion as gait design on cylindrical shape space by reducing leg movements to one dimension. In doing so, we are able to extend geometric mechanics to study legged system, as well as to design and optimize gaits that improve locomotive capabilities and expand the locomotive reach of a legged robot. To the best of the authors' knowledge, there has been no research applying geometric mechanics to legged systems.
This paper shows that the use of the internal degree of freedom in the back actually improves locomotion, when compared with the same locomotion while keeping the back bending degree of freedom fixed, say at a "zero" position. Specifically, we show that properly coordinating the degree of freedom in the back increases the displacement per gait cycle, whether it be forward, lateral or rotational. The motion on the internal degree of freedom in the back can also expand the target position space a robot can reach within one gait cycle. Furthermore, forward motion gaits we calculated from geometric mechanics are very close to the back-bending gaits used by Fire salamander (Salamandra salamandra (Fig. 1a) ).
The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides an overview of prior work; Section III introduces geometric mechanics and its extension to cylindrical shape space; Section a.
c. b. IV introduces our robot; Section V details our numerical and experimental results. We finally discuss the significance of our work in section VI. Finally, we suggest that the reader go through the figures of this paper first, read the captions, and then read the text.
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II. RELATED WORK A. Leg movement
The coordination of back bending and leg movement for quadrupedal locomotion in this work extends existing literature on quadrupedal leg movements. We provide a brief review of literature on leg movements.
Foot placement determines a sequence of locations on the ground where a system places its feet. It may optimize criteria like stability or redundancy when applied to multi-legged locomotion. Mcghee and Iswandhi [40] introduced a heuristic gait planning algorithm for legged robots to maximize stability margin and minimize kinematic margin (the distance that the foothold of a given leg can travel in the opposite direction of motion before reaching the boundary of its workspace). Although this algorithm was adequate for hexapods, foot placements are not as well suited to quadrupeds because quadrupeds have more strict stability criterion [5] . Bai et al. [5] applied a similar approach to quadrupeds, which took lateral sequence walk (leg lifting follows the sequence: left hind leg, left front leg, right hind leg, right front leg [24] ), Fig. 2 . The vector field and height functions in the reduced shape space for two different systems. (a) empirical connection vector field (top) and height function (bottom) corresponding to motions in the forward direction of an 8-link snake robot slithering on the surface of 6mm plastic particles in Euclidean shape space. The blue circle represent the optimal gait in the corresponding shape space. (b) the connection vector field (top) and height function (bottom) corresponding to the forward motion of a quadruped robot moving with four beat walking gait on the surface of ∼ 1 mm poppy seeds in cylindrical shape space. The blue curves represent a sample gait in the corresponding shape space. Red, white and black indicate positive, zero and negative values respectively. as a primary gait then adapted it to the environment. These ideas were applied to the Little Dog platform [34, 56] , where they planned the footsteps across the terrain and implemented them in presence of disturbance.
Many machine learning tools and algorithms have been used to determine and optimize gaits. Kim and Uther [31] applied Powell's minimization method [44] to design periodic footfall patterns for quadrupedal locomotion that were faster and more stable than previous hand-optimized gaits in RoboCup soccer competition. Kohl and Stone [33] applied the policy gradient method to design locus based [52] quadruped gaits and improved locomotion speed. Chernova and Veloso [11] applied the gradient-free evolutionary approach to quadruped gait learning, which relaxed the constrain of locus based search space. Degrave et al. [17] improved the learning algorithm by applying transfer learning, which shows knowledge sharing between gaits can greatly improve learning performance across different environments.
Biomimetics derives direct inspirations from biological systems. Inspired by cockroach racing over the rough surface, Saranli et al. [47] showed that Rhex, a hexapod robot [8, 9, 3] , exhibited the ability for forward locomotion in uneven terrain and in the presence of obstacles. Inspired by the self-stabilizing ability of insects, Cham et al. [10] developed a stride period adaptation method for hexapod locomotion. Based on the important criteria (for example, minimization of unwanted displacements) identified by Alexander [2] for bipedal and quadrupedal animals, Smith and Poulakakis [51] compared phase relationships in the leg touchdown pattern of rotary gallop gait for quadrupedal robot and animals.
B. Central pattern generator
Inspired by analogous ideas from biology, Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) produce periodic signals to drive joint trajectories in shape space for locomotion or other repetitive tasks [26, 46] . CPGs have been extensively studied for quadrupedal locomotion [18, 53, 42, 28, 15, 27, 14] . We provide a brief review of CPG research line on quadrupeds.
Owaki et al. [42] investigated the mechanisms of inter-limb coordination of a quadrupedal robot from a CPG perspective. Ijspeert et al. [28] showed that CPGs can produce body-limb coordinated movements for the locomotion of a salamander robot, as well as generate gait transitions as commanded. Cruse [15] showed that stable gaits of arthropods can be generated with indirect coupling through sensory feedback and mechanical coupling. Finally, Crespi et al. [14] demonstrated that the body-limb coordination used by salamanders optimizes its locomotion speed.
C. Turning motion
While turning has been less studied, some progress has been made. Bien et al. [7] first introduced footfall planning for stable turning motions. Cho et al. [12] introduced the footfall planning objective function where speed, stability, translation direction and turning were all included. Kafkafi and Golani [29] showed body shapes are different for different motion patterns, specifically the body should be S-shaped for forward motion and C-shaped for turning motion. Palmer and Orin [43] designed a turning fuzzy controller by placing the fore legs to the outside of the turn and the hind legs to the inside.
III. GEOMETRIC MECHANICS
Geometric mechanics provides the foundation of the work in this paper. In this section, we provide an overview of geometric mechanics and then extend geometric mechanics tools to legged systems with periodic ground contact. Using these tools, we numerically calculate a height function using granular resistive force theory. We finally use the height function to visually design a gait for a quadruped. 
A. Geometric mechanics overview
We provide a concise overview of the geometric tools needed for this paper, but for a more detailed and comprehensive review, we refer readers to [1, 6, 16, 30, 38, 39, 41, 48, 54, 22] 1) Kinematic reconstruction equation: In principally kinematic systems, where there is no drift in the system, the equations of motion reduce to
where ξ = [ξ x ξ y ξ θ ] T ∈ g denotes the body velocity in forward, lateral and rotational direction, r denotes the shape variables (joint angles), and A(r) is the local connection, a matrix that relates shape velocityṙ to body velocity ξ. The Eq. (1) is also called the kinematic reconstruction equation. It maps the changes in internal shape variables (joint angles) to changes in position variables (position and orientation) of the robot.
2) Connection vector fields and height functions: Each row of the the connection corresponds to a component direction of the body velocity and therefore gives ride to a connection vector field, where for each shape, the corresponding vector Fig. 4 . Height function of (a) forward gaits (trot (top), fast walk (middle) and slow walk (bottom)) (b) turning gaits (lateral sequence walking machine (LS WM) (b1), lateral sequence differential drive machine (LS DDM) (b2), rotary sequence walking machine (RS WM) (b3) and rotary sequence differential drive machine (RS DDM) (b4)) and (c) sideways gaits in the reduced shape space. The blue curve is the identified "optimal" gait path. Red, white and black indicate positive, zero and negative values respectively. The x-axis is same for all panels.
denotes the maximal input set for that row's component direction. (Fig. 2) . The body velocities in the forward, lateral and rotational directions are respectively computed as the dot product between connection vector fields and the shape velocityṙ. A shape velocityṙ along the direction of the vector field would yield the largest possible body velocity in that direction, while a shape velocityṙ orthogonal to the field would produce zero body velocity.
A gait is represented as a path in the shape space with the same start and end shape. 
can approximate the displacement resulting from a gait ∂φ. According to Stokes' Theorem, the line integral along a closed curve ∂φ is equal to the surface integral of the curl of A(r) over the area enclosed by ∂φ:
where φ denotes the area enclosed by ∂φ. The curl of the connection vector field ∇ × A(r) is referred to as the height function (Fig. 2a) . The three rows of the vector field A(r) can thus produce three height functions, in the forward, lateral and rotational direction respectively. With the above derivation, we simplify the gait design for limbless locomotion to drawing a closed loop in Euclidean shape space. The displacements is approximated by the volume enclosed by the gait path. For example, in Fig. 2a , drawing a circle with most volume enclosed represents designing gaits with largest forward stride displacement.
Often, a shape space can have some cyclic structure, as we will be the case for the legged systems examined in this paper. The shape space (S 1 × R 1 ) can then be cylindrical [32] (Fig. 2b) . Concurrent work has shown that the displacement is either the surface integral below or above the path. We refer reader to [22] for detailed derivation and proof of motion planning in cylinder shape spaces (this work also includes torus shape spaces). In this paper, we calculate the displacement as the surface integral underneath the path.
Similarly, we simplify the gait design problem for legged system to drawing a path in cylindrical shape space. For example, in Fig. 4 , drawing a path with most volume underneath represents a gait with most forward displacement.
B. Periodic Ground Contacts
In legged systems, robots and animals repeatedly make and break contact with the environment. We introduce a binary contact state variable, C, that describes the contact states: 0 (no contact, therefore no forces) or 1 (full contact). Thus, the local connection becomes a function of both shape variables and contact states:
In our case, ξ = [ξ x ξ y ξ θ ] T (Fig. 1b) denotes the body velocity in forward, lateral and rotational direction,
T denotes the leg contact states of four limbs (see Fig. 1c ) and r = [α b β 1 β 2 β 3 β 4 ]
T denotes the shape variables (joint angles, see Fig. 1c ).
We assume that the contact variable C and the shape variable β i can all be written as a function of phase τ , i.e.,
The actual derivation of the functions F i and f i will be introduced in section V. With these functions in hand, the shape space can consist of two variables α b and τ , the back bending angle and the phase, forming the reduced shape
We can thus rewrite Eq.(4) as:
where
T , A (Ω) is the new local connection relating the reduced shape velocityΩ to body velocity ξ. Since τ is cyclic, the shape space is now cylindrical.
C. Granular Resistive Force Theory
Granular resistive force theory (RFT) [55, 37, 49] has been exploited to model the animals and robots locomotion in contact with granular materials. Prior work [23] has shown that numerically deriving local connections and height functions using granular RFT can predict effective movements in granular media.
Granular RFT allows us to decompose the resistive force experienced on an infinitesimally small portion of a locomotive intruder into two components: thrust and drag. The reaction force applied on the entire system is computed as,
where F and F ⊥ respectively denote forces parallel and perpendicular to a segment. During intrusions in granular media at slow speeds, the attack angle, which can be computed from the body velocity, determines F and F ⊥ . F and F ⊥ are independent from the magnitude of the velocity [55] . More details regarding granular RFT can be found in [55] . Each gait is tested for 3 experiment trials, each containing at least 3 gait periods. The "optimal", "neutral" and "worst" respectively represent optimal back bending, no back bending and worst back bending. Means and standard deviations can be found in the supplement materials. We indicate statistically significant improvement, when comparing the 'optimal'-'neutral', as well as 'optimal'-'worst' gaits ( * : p < .05, * * : p < .01, * * * p < .001). For LS (lateral sequence), RS (rotary sequence), DDM (differential drive machine) and WM (walking machine), we show both displacement and rotation values for completeness only: back bending is optimized wrt. rotation only, and displacement changes are not meaningful.
By assuming that the motions of quadrupeds in granular material are quasi-static [21] , we can consider the total net force applied on the system is zero.
The body velocity is the only unknown in the above equation. It can be computed by solving for Eq.(8) with a given shape velocityΩ. In our implementation, we compute the root of Eq.(8) using the MATLAB function fminsearch.
With above assumptions, the local connection of a quadrupedal robot moving in granular media can be approximated by numerically calculating displacements in the body frame. We refer readers to [21] for detailed numerical calculations. This numerically-determined local connection can be used to plot connection vector fields and height functions.
D. Gait design
We choose the path in the shape space to be represented by truncated Fourier series [2] . Also, we set a constraint on the magnitude of back bending as the joint angle limit: max
We can now maximize the area under the curve by optimizing (by MATLAB's fminsearch function) over the parameters a n and b n which parameterize the path. We find that a path in the shape space is well approximated by the first two terms in the series (see Fig. 4 ):
a n cos(nτ + b n ).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP We subscribe to a philosophy called robotphysics [1] in which a robot is used to verify and explore models of physics, in this case motion of our system in a granular medium. We built a quadrupedal robot (Fig. 1a) and tested its performance on granular media. This open-loop, servo-driven, 3D-printed robot (450 g, 40 cm long) has four legs and an actuated back. Each leg has two servo motors to control its vertical position and the step size. A joint in the middle of the body controls horizontal bending.
Using a fully-automated setup [45] , we experimentally and systematically tested the importance of coordination between back bending and leg movements on the bed filled with ∼ 1 mm diameter poppy seeds. Each gait is tested for three experiment trails and each trials have at least three gait periods. The robot experiments and RFT simulation executing the same gaits are compared in Fig 6. Tilting actuators set the inclination angle of the bed to zero at the beginning of each experiment. The robot then executes a programmed set of movements to walk on the loosely-packed poppy seeds. Throughout the experiment, four Optitrack Flex13 cameras record the positions of infraredreflective markers on the robot. At the end of each experiment, the robot's final position is identified. A 3-axis motor system moves to the robot, picks it up and sends it back to the starting position. An air-fluidized bed erases the footprints and allows the seeds to be reset into a loosely-packed state [36] .
V. RESULTS
A. Forward Motion 1) Leg movement:
We test three typical leg movements: the slow walk gait, the fast walk gait and the trot gait from the Hildebrand analysis [24] , where the pattern of the symmetrical gaits is expressed with only two parameters: lateral leg phase shift (the fraction of the step cycle that hind limbs lead the fore limbs on the same side) and duty factor (the fraction of the step cycle where the foot is on the ground). The duty factors for the three gaits are all 0.75, and the lateral leg phase shits are: 0.25, 0.375, and 0.5.
The trot gait (lateral leg phase shift = 0.5) is a gait with diagonally paired leg movement. The fore right leg is always in phase with the hind left leg; while fore left leg is always in phase with the hind right leg. The slow walk gait (lateral leg phase shift = 0.25) is a gait with evenly spaced leg lifting following the sequence fore right, hind left, fore left, hind right (defined as lateral sequence [24] ). The fast walk (lateral leg phase shift = 0.375) is another four-beat gait following the lateral sequence. Unlike the slow walk gait, there is an overlap of the aerial phase between fore right and hind left legs(as well as fore left and hind right). The detailed descriptions of these gaits are presented in Fig. 3a . Interestingly, the overlaps in diagonal leg activation increases from slow walk, fast walk to trot, which leads to higher speed.
2) Gait design: For each leg movement, we calculate the forward height functions (Fig. 4a) . Here, we set Γ α = π 3 .
Recall that for height functions on cylinders, the displacement of a gait is the volume underneath the gait path drawn on the parameterization of the cylinder. The gait path with most maximum volume ("optimal" gait) underneath should be the gait with largest forward stride displacement per gait cycle. We observe that the "optimal" back bending gaits are dominated by the first component of the Fourier Series, meaning that leg movements and back bending follow the same frequency. We also identify the worst back bending coordination with minimal volume underneath in height function ("worst" gait). We test the "neutral" gait with constant straight back.
We verify our gaits with RFT simulations and robot experiments across granular materials. Both RFT simulations and robot experiments suggest that the proper back-leg coordination can improve the forward stride displacement, while the improper phasing can lead to ineffective forward gait. Simulation and experiment data are presented in Fig. 6a. 3) Animal comparison: We use the fire salamander (Salamandra salamandra) as a model animal and investigate if the animals use back bending kinematics which optimize forward progress for a given stepping pattern. For these experiments, individual animals walk along a straight trackway filled with a sand-like substrate (300-um glass particles). Three cameras are positioned around the trackway and recorded synchronized videos at 120 FPS. At least three gait periods were recorded in each experiment. Limb positions, body angles, and footfall timing are manually extracted from each recording. According to the limb positions and footfall timing, we selected three typical salamander motion videos, which coorespond to "trot" (duty factor 0.75 ± 0.03, lateral leg phase shift 0.25 ± 0.05), "fast walk" (duty factor 0.76 ± 0.04, lateral leg phase shift 0.36 ± 0.02) and "slow walk" gaits (duty factor 0.73 ± 0.1, lateral leg phase shift 0.50 ± 0.02). We fitted the animal body angles with first two terms of Fourier Series as in Eq. (10) .
For each leg movement, we calculate the height function in Fig. 7 . We plotted the fitted animal body bending on cooresponding height functions. Setting the body-bending amplitude, Γ α , to match experimental data, we design the back bending gait to coordinate with leg movement. The resulting predicted gait and animal gait are in good agreement (Fig. 7) .
Note that the RFT for animals (300-um glass beads) is slightly different from the RFT for robots (poppy seeds). We therefore used the parameters from the animal data [4, 13] to create the height functions .
B. Rotational motion 1) Leg movement: While the lateral footfall sequence (FR-HL-FL-HR) is widely used in forward walking, other sequences can produce other motions. Hirose et al. [25] introduced rotary footfall sequence (FR-HR-HL-FL) that favors counterclockwise turning. We investigate back bending coordination in both lateral sequence (LS) and rotary sequence (RS).
In addition to the footfall sequence, the amplitude of leg movement can also be important during rotation [19] . Whereas identical leg amplitudes (walking machines, WM) will lead to positive forward translation without rotation, differential 1 in lateral leg amplitudes (differential drive machine, DDM) will lead to counterclockwise (CCW) or clockwise (CW) rotations, depending on the relative amplitudes of each leg. We call CCW rotation as the positive direction and study CCW rotation in DDM. We investigate what role the back bending will play in rotation for both WM and DDM. The detailed descriptions of leg movements are presented in Fig. 3b .
2) Gait design: For each leg movement in Fig. 3b , we calculate the rotational height function (Fig. 4b) . Note that we set Γ α to be π 3 in this subsection. From the rotational height function in Fig. 4b.1 , we observe that the rotational displacement is maximized when the frequency of the back bending is twice that of the leg movement. Given the same leg movement, in previous subsection we conclude the forward displacement is maximized when the back bending and the leg movement follow the same frequency. Thus, the proper back bending can either improve the forward locomotion performance, or rotate the head orientation while moving forward. The comparison is illustrated in Fig.  5 . Essentially, the back bending expands the target position space. Further discussions on the role of back bending can be found in the section VI.
For WM, the net leg movement will lead to forward displacement without rotation. Therefore, with the inclusion of back bending, we expect CW or CCW rotation (determined by the phase of back bending) plus forward displacement. The gait with maximal volume underneath ("optimal" gait) is that with the most CCW rotation per circle. As a result, the robot simultaneously changes its head direction and moves forward, which we call the walking turn. Note that the converse is also true: the gait with minimal volume underneath ("worst" gait) is that with least CCW (i.e., most CW) rotation.
For DDM, the net leg movement will lead to CCW rotations without displacement. Thus, with inclusion of back bending, we can expect more rotation with no displacement. The back bending with maximum ("optimal" gait) volume underneath height function will increase the CCW rotation. Since the net displacements are negligible for differential drive machine, the robot essentially rotates while without translating (in place turn). In the converse case, the gait with minimal volume ("worst" gait) underneath is the gait with least counterclockwise (i.e., most clockwise) rotation. However, the rotation by the back bending cancels out the rotation by the leg movement, leading to ineffective rotation.
We verify our theory with RFT simulations and robot experiments across granular materials. For reference, we also test the neutral gait with constant straight back. The data is presented in Fig. 6b .
Finally, both RFT simulations and robot experiments suggest that the rotary footfall sequences (RS) have larger rotational angles than lateral footfall sequences (LS), which is consistent with Hirose et al. [25] .
C. Lateral motion 1) Leg movement: Hirose et al. [25] introduced the footfall patterns that produce lateral motion. To achieve better lateral displacement, we coupled fore right leg to be in phase of hind right leg, fore left leg to be in phase of hind left leg.
We test the left sideways motion. The converse should be the same for right sideways motion. The leg movements follow the assumption that the leg is at its left joint angle limit at the end of aerial phase; and the leg is at its right joint angle limit at the beginning of aerial phase. The detailed description of leg movement is shown in Fig. 3c .
2) Gait design: For each leg movement, we calculate lateral height functions (Fig. 4c) . In this subsection, we set Γ α = π 3 . The back-leg coordination with the positive volume underneath can lead to the most left lateral move. We verifiy our gaits with RFT simulations and robot experiments on granular materials. For reference, we also test the neutral gait with constant straight back. The data is listed in Fig. 6c .
VI. CONCLUSION A. Whole body motion with back bending coordination
We apply and extend geometric mechanics to design gaits of back bending to coordinate with leg movements. We prescribed the leg movements based on existing research on legged systems and advance the current legged locomotion by adding back bending coordination. Geometric mechanics allows us to intuitively design and analyze gait paths for different modes of quadrupedal motions. In contrast to the feedback control algorithms in CPG, our gait design algorithms do not require prior knowledge of gait shapes. However, we observe that our approach can be used as a base for CPGbased approaches. That is, our gait design process can be used to generate and optimize gait trajectories, which can then be tracked online by a set of coupled oscillators.
In addition, our methods of coordinating back bending can extend to other morphologies. Our future work will consider other types of bends, which may be represented by modal functions, along with other morphologies that may benefit from back bending.
B. Locomotion performance improvement
In this paper, we discussed how proper coordination in back bending and limb movement can improve forward, rotational and lateral locomotion. Our theory is verified by RFT simulation and robot experiments. Furthermore, we also observed our calculated back bending coordinations to improve forward displacements are close to those from animal locomotion experiments. Our future work will include a systematical study of animal whole-body coordination and evaluate it in terms of speed, stability and cost of transport.
Back bending can also result in different modes of locomotion. We showed that the proper designed back bending gait paths can either increase forward displacement or add rotation (both clockwise and counterclockwise) to forward displacement. This is an example of how back bending can expand the target position space. Future work will include the reference to biological data and even the application of machine learning algorithms to further expand the target position space.
